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[571 ABSTRACT 
An improved peening tool comprising a cylindrical 
body having a plurality of holes each adapted to re- 
ccive a spherically shapcd ball bearing. A sleeve mem- 
ber having a plurality of holes is located over the cy- 
lindrical body so  that each hole in said sleeve is 
aligned with the hole in said cylindrical body. The di- 
ameter of the hole in the sleeve is less than the d i m e -  
ter of the spherically shaped ball. A rotatable driver 
body is located within said cylindrical body and con- 
tains an  even number of individual rotatable hammers 
adapted to sequentially contact said spherical balls. 
During operation each hammer is  free to rotate about 
its own axis thereby presenting a new contacting point 
for moving the spherical balls. 

18 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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bearings forming the peening tools is solved by Fo- 
PEENING TOOL edisch by creating a plurality of pair of raceways in 

which each pair traps a plurality of steel ball bearings. 
This invention relates to an improved peening tool The assembly comprising the plurality of pairs of race- 

and more specifically to a peening tool that is con- 5 ways is held together by pins in an attempt to create a 
structed of a reduced number of parts and is more 
adapted to sustain punishment resulting from the peen- 
ing activities. 

The prior art has shown that the quality of surface 
metals is improved by the process of shot peening the 
surface of the metal. The process of shot peening re- 
quires that the surface material be impacted by spheri- 
cally shaped steel ball bearings at right angles to the 
surface so as to impact the surface of the metal in a 
direction normal to the surface. 

The specific techniques of shot peening large sur- 
faces of metal have resulted in the surface metal being 
stronger and less resistent to fatigue, cracks and fail- 
ures than surface metal that has not been subjected to 

unitary structure. 
A centrally located hammer portion contains a scal- 

loped edge in which the high points are adapted to 
contact the individual ball bearings thereby forcing the 

0 ball bearings radially into the internal diameter surface 
of the cylinder being peened. 

The Foedisch patent represents a best state-of-the-art 
technique for peening the internal diameter of a cylin- 
der. Unfortunately the large number of parts necessary 

5 to construct the Foedisch tool created a tool that was 
excessively expensive and had a limited useful life in 
the field. The forces generated by the hammer on the 
steel ball bearings continuallv loosen the  in structure 
holding the plurality of of raceways together. 

shot peening methods. One theory indicates-that the 20 Unfortunately the forces generated during the peening 
surface of the metal is compressed which has the effect action tend to loosen the structure thereby reducing 
of surface hardening the material by a plurality of the efficiency of the peening tool and eventually allow- 
hemispherical impressions. These hemispherical im- ing the individual ball bearings to move from their 
pressions not only harden the surface of the material preferred position thereby disrupting operation of the 
but also prevent fatigue, cracks and other imperfec- 25 peening device. 
tions in the surface from propagating through the sur- The prior art also discloses in U.S. Pat. No. 
face so as to cause a catastrophic failure of the metal. 2,442,009, patented May 25, 1948 to John E. Kline, a 

Tests have shown that a peened surface has the effect peening device also utilizing a plurality of ball bearings 
of localizing cracks and fatigues at each spherical in- as the peening instrument. Here again the problem of 
dentation. The net effect is that a peened surface can 30 holding the individual ball bearings is solved by utiliz- 
withstand more stress and fatigue without failure than ing a plurality of raceways bound together to hold the 
an untreated surface material can stand. ball bearings in the defined relationship. 

The process of peening a metal surface to improve The peening operation should be differentiated from 
the strength of the material is not limited to a broad a burnishing or rolling operation which is used in the 
surface nor is it limited to any specific kind of metal. 35 industry as a means of finishing either external surfaces 
Peening of metal surfaces used in aircraft construction or internal surfaces to a preferred diameter. A burnish- 
has been recognized as a necessary expedient which ing or rolling operation is more fully described in U.S. 
increases the strength of the aircraft without necessar- Pat. No. 3,517,533 to J. Koznar which discloses the use 
ily increasing or adding weight to the aircraft members. of ball bearings in a rolling operation to finish outside 

The main structures of modern aircraft, which in- 40 diameter cylinders and also internal diameter cylinders 
clude both military and commercial, now includes spe- to a predetermined diameter. 
cia1 castings for joining the fuselage sections to the The peening operation requires an impacting of the 
main spars and to the retractable wheel support mem- peening tool at right angles or normal to the surface of 
bers. These castings form the backbone of the aircraft the cylinder being peened. The surface must obtain a 
and are subjected to the shot peening techniques men- 45 plurality of individual and discrete indentations caused 
tioned above. by the peening tool in order to achieve the benefits 

The benefits of shot peening a casting not only in- resulting from the peening operation. The burnishing 
clude the external surfaces of the casting but also in- or rolling operation on the other hand is more akin to 
clude the internal diameters of the many blind holes a cold rolling operation in which pressure of the indi- 
located in any given casting. The problems associated 50 vidual ball bearings or rollers used against the surface 
with properly peening the internal diameters of the of the material being treated is continuous and does not 
castings is the subject matter of the present invention. leave a plurality of individual discrete indentations as is 

The prior art has recognized that in order to properly so essential to the peening operation. It will be appreci- 
peen the internal diameters of a blind hole in a casting ated therefore that a peening operation must by neces- 
that it is necessary to supply a hand-held tool having a 55 sity use discrete elements and cannot be achieved by a 
plurality of spherical balls held in a preferred position continuous application of a roller o r  continuous appli- 
that is normal to the walls of the hole to be peened. cation of ball bearing elements. 
Proper peening action requires an internal hammer to In the present invention there is disclosed an im- 
selectively strike the ball and move the ball into contact proved peening tool utilizing a plurality of discrete ball 
with the internal diameter of the blind hole so as to 60 bearing elements held in a single structural cylindrical 
produce the spherical indentation on the internal diam- body. The ball bearings are located in a plurality of 
eter which is necessary to obtain the benefits of the individual holes of equal thickness located radially in 
peening action. the cylindrical body. The diameter of the individual 

A review of the prior art will show that on Oct. 5, holes is slightly larger than the diameter of the ball 
1971, US. Pat. No, 3,610,008 entitled Peening Tool 65 bearing in order to allow the ball bearing to move freely 
was issued to A. K. Foedisch. The Foedisch patent within the confines of the individual hole. 
describes apparatus for peening the inside diameter of In the preferred embodiment a sleeve member having 
a hole. The problem of holding the individual steel ball a plurality of reduced diameter holes is located coaxi- 
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ally over the cylindrical body. The sleeve is positioned Referring now to FIG. 2, there is shown a crosssec- 
so that each reduced diameter hole in the sleeve is tional view of FIG. 1 taken along lines 2-2 of FIG. 1. 
juxtaposed over the corresponding larger diameter hole The main body portion 14 comprises at one end a 
on the individual body. The reduced diameter of each relatively thick cylindrical portion containing a pair of  
of the holes in the sleeve member is slightly smaller 5 split bear~ngs 24 and 26. The other end of the main 
than the diameter of the individual ball bearing thereby body portion 14 comprises a hollow cylindrical body 28 
trapping the ball bearing within the hole located in the constructed from the same block materiai forming the 
cylindrical body, The sleeve member is fixedly attached main body portion 14. 
to the cylindrical body preferably by locating pins and The hollow cylindrical body 28 contains a plurality of 
by suitable soldering techniques to thereby insure that 10 equal diameter holes 30 located radially in said cylin- 
the sleeve member maintains a fixed and rigid position drical body. A spherically shaped ball, preferably a 
with respect to the cylindrical body. Other techniques steel ball bearing 32, is located in each of the holes 30 
such as creating an interference fit may be used to located in the hollow cylindrical body 28. The diameter 
maintain the fixed relationship between the sleeve of each of the balls 32 is less than the diameter of the 
member and the cylindrical body. 15 holes 30 in order to allow the balls to freely move 

A rotatable driver body is located within the hollow within the hole 30. 
cylindrical body. The driver body contains a number of A relatively thin shelled hollow cylindrical sleeve 
hammer members located in keyways on  the periphery member 34 having a plurality of reduced diameter 
of the driver body. In the preferred embodiment each holes 36 is located on the periphery of the main body 
hammer portion is created in the form of a cylindrical 20 portion 28. The sleeve member 34 contains the same 
steel pin located in a keyway that is slightly oversize number of holes 36 as contained on the hollow cylindri- 
with respect to the d~ameter  of the steel pin. cal body 28. 

The dimension of the steel hammer pins and the The sleeve member 34 has an internal diameter ap- 
diameter of the driver body is chosen so that the indi- proximating the external diameter of the holIow cylin- 
vidual hammer pins upon contacting the steel balls 25 drical body 28 thereby allowing the sleeve member to 
force the steel balls in an outward radial direction a be located coaxially over the cylindrical body and posi- 
distance beyond the external diameter of a sleeve mem- tioned so that each reduced diameter hole 36 on the 
ber but a t  the same time without causing the steel ball sleeve member is juxtaposed over the larger diameter 
to contact the reduced diameter hole located within the hole 32 located on the hollow cylindrical body 28. The 
sleeve member. 30 sleeve member 34 is fixedly attached to the hollow 

It will be  appreciated by those skilled in the art that cylindrical body 28 in a manner consistent with the 
the sleeve member forms the function of  only trapping state-of-the-art. In the preferred embodiment the inter- 
the steel ball and does not perform the function of nal diameter of the sleeve member 34 was made ap- 
holding the ball against the force exerted by the ham- proximately two thousandths larger than the external 
mer pin when contacting the ball during the peening 35 diameter of the hollow cylindrical body 28 to facilitate 
operation. In this fashion there is no wear upon the a close fit of the sleeve member over the cylindrical 
sleeve member and as a result the balls are  held in place body. Conventional silver soldering fixedly attaches the 
by the cylindrical body. sleeve member to the body after the holes 36 on the 

Further objects and advantages of the present inven- sleeve member are aligned with the holes 30 located on 
tion will be made more apparent by referring now to 40 the cylindrical body 28. It is also envisioned that an 
the accompanying drawings wherein: interference fit may be used while the sleeve member 

FIG. 1 ilIustrates the portable improved peening tool, 34 is heated and the cylindrical body 28 is cooled 
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken along lines 2-2 thereby providing a fixedly attached configuration 

of FIG. 1; without the necessity of soldering or other mechanical 
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along lines 3-3 45 devices. 

of FIG. 1; The reduced diameter holes 36 have a diameter that 
FIG. 4 is a partial exploded view of the peening tool is smaller than the diameter of the balls 32 thereby 

body; effectively preventing the individual balls from falling 
FIG. 5 is a partial cross-sectional view illustrating the out of the cylindrical body 28. The dimensional rela- 

dimensional relationship between the hole in the cylin- 50 tionship is such that the diameter of the individual ball 
dricaI body, the hole in the external sleeve member and 32 must be greater than the combined thickness of the 
the hammer pins located on the driver body; cylindrical body 28 and the thickness of the sleeve 

FIG. 6 is an exploded view illustrating the dimen- member 34. 
sional freedom of the individual ball bearing when not Located within the peening tool 10 is a driver body 
contacted by the hammer pins; and 55 38 attached to the driving shaft 22 at one end and to a 

FIG. 7 illustrates the peening action of the individual stud shaft 40 at the other end. The drive shaft 22 is 
balls on the internal diameter of a cylinder when the supported by the bearings 24 and 26 located within the 
balls are impacted upon by the hammer pins. main body portion 14. The stud shaft 40 is supported 

Referring now to FIG. 1, there is shown a peening by a bearing 42 located within a collar 44. The bearing 
tool 10 located within a cylinder 12 to be peened. 60 42 is press fit within the collar 44 so as to present a 

The peening tool 10 has a main body portion 14 unitary structure and solid support for stud shaft 40. 
containing a handle 16 which is threadedly engaged The collar 44 contains a circular shoulder 46 adapted 
and locked to the main body portion by means of a to receive and hold the end portion of the hollow cylin- 
suitable lock nut 18. drical body 28 and the sleeve member 34. The shoulder 

A suitable rotary driving device 20 which may be 65 46 acts to centrally align the collar 44 within the cylin- 
either a pneumatic operated device or  an electrical drical opening of the body 28 and assures the alignment 
operated device is connected to a shaft 22 which forms of the stud shaft 40 with the drive shaft 22. The collar 
an intrical portion of the peening tool 10. 44 is fixedly attached to the cylindrical body 28 and the 
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sleeve 34 in order to insure a unitary structure that diameter of the hollow cylindrical body 28 and also 
maintains alignment during operation of the peening large enough to contact the individual balls 32a so as to 
tool. In a preferred embodiment the collar 44 is at- prevent the individual balls 32a from leaving the hole 
tached to the body 28 by means of soldering techniques 30 located in the cylindrical body 28. 
or by means of suitably placed set screws located within 5 In addition, the position of the cylindrical keyway 50 
the shoulder 44 engaging the end portions of the cylin- and the diameter of the cylindrical key 52 is selected so 
drical body 28. that contacting of the periphery of the cylindrical key 

The drive body 38 contains a plurality of hammer 52 on a corresponding ball 32 will forcibly move the 
pins that are adapted to contact the balls 32 as the ball 32 radially away in an outward direction, a dis- 
driver body is rotated by means of the drive shaft 22. l o  tance that is less than the distance necessary to cause 
Details of the driver body and the plurality of hammer the ball to strike the reduced diameter hole 36 located 
pins is more fully illustrated and described in connec- the sleeve 34. 
tion with FIGS. 3, 5, 6 and 7. In other words, during operation of the peening tool, 

Referring now to FIG. 4, ihere is shown an exploded the individual cylindrical keys 52, sometimes referred 
view of a portion of the hollow cylindrical body 28 and '5 to as hammers or hammer pins, forcibly contact and 
the sleeve member 34. The equal diameter holes 30 the individual balls 33 a given distance to pro- 
located in the cylindrical body 28 capable of accepting duce the peening action on the internal of the 
the balls 32 is more fully illustrated as is the reduced workpiece being peened. ~h~ total movement of the 
diameter hole 36 located on the sleeve member 34. As ball 32 is that the ball does not the re- 
mentioned previously the diameter of hole 30 is larger 20 duced diameter 3Q and hence it will be apprecia,ted that 
than the diameter of the allow the free the hole 36 located within the sleeve 34 only serves the 
movement within the hole 30 whereas the diameter of function of restrailling the ball when the peening tool is 
the hole 36 is approximately twelve thousandths less not in a,d ,thenvise does not impede or interfere 
than the diameter the ball, thereby effectively pre- wit11 the function of the peening tool when in opera- 
venting the ball from passing through the hole 34 lo- 25 tion, 
cated in the sleeve member 34. In the preferred embodiment it was also found most 

The problems overcome present are desirable to use cylindrical keys 52 having a dianleter 
concerned primarily with the creation of a solid unitary to the diameter of the balls 32. In the preferred 
cylindrical body 38 having a reduced opening on the embodiment the diameter chosen was 0.125 inches for periphery which effectively captures the balls within 30 both the balls 32 and the cylindrical keys 52, 
the openings in the body 28 without affecting or other- 
wise interfering with the movement of the balls within The dimensional relationship between the thickness 

the openings provided, It is that in the of fhe cylindrical body 28, the diameter of the balls 32, 
further practice invelltion the sleeve 34 Inay be the reduced diameter hole 34 located on the sleeve 34 

eliminated by creating a single hollow cylindrical body 35 and the of 38 and the 

28 having a reduced diameter along the external pe- keys 52 will be more fully illustiated in connection with 

riphery that is sufficient to prevent the ball from pass- 5, ' and 7* 
ing through the opening in the body. Injection molding Referring now 5 ,  there is a cut-away 

and casting techniques are presently within the state- cross-section illustrating the total movement of the ball 
of-the-art that would allow a single unitary structure to 40 32 within the confines of the cylindrical body 28. The 
be cast having a reduced diameter on the peripheral ball 32 is shown contacting the reduced diameter hole 
portion and serving the function of the sleeve member 36 located within the sleeve 34 so as to prevent the ball 
34, 3% from being removed or leaving the hole 30 located 

~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  now to FIG. 3, there is sho,Nn a cross-sec- within the cylindrical body 28. In the preferred em- 
tion taken along lines 3-3 of FIG. 1. The driver body 45 bodiment the reduced diameter of the hole 36 is se- 
38 is shown located within the hollow cylindrical body lected to a k w  a maximum projection of the ball 32 
28 and the individual balls 32 are each shown located beyond the sleeve 34 of approxirntely a one-third 
in position within the equal diameter holes 30 located diameter of the ball. In this positlon with the ball 32 
along the periphery of the cylindrical body 28. against the reduced diameter hole 36 it will be ob- 

The driver body 38 ccnsists of a single cylindrical 50 served that the ball does not contact the cylindrical key 
body 48 having a plurality of keyways 50 Iocated near 52 located within the driver body 38. 
the periphery of the body 50. The keyways 50 are pref- FIG. 5 is intended to illustrate only the dimensional 
erably cylindrical and extend the length of the body 38. relationship and shows the maximum movement of the 

Located within each keyway 50 is a key 52 having the ball 32 when the peening tool 10 is not located within 
same general shape as the keyway 50. In the preferred 55  a hole to be peened. 
embodiment the keyway 50 is constructed cylindrically Referring now to FIG. 6,  there is illustrated a partial 
and similarly the key 52 is constructed of the same cross-sectional view of the peening tool 888 located 
cylindrical shape but having a diameter that is approxi- within a workpiece having a cylinder 12 to  be peened. 
mately two to three thousandths of an inch less than the FIG. 4 illustrates the driver body 38 contacting the 
diameter of the cylindrical keyway 50, In this manner 60 ball 32a in a similar fashion as illustrated in connection 
the individual cylindrical keys 52 nest within the cylin- with FIG. 3. The purpose of FIG. 6 is to show the di- 
drical keyways 50 and are free to move when the body mensional relationship between the diameter of the 
48 is rotated. By constructing the cylindrical keys 52 of driver body 38 and the ball 32a so as to illustrate the 
a smaller diameter than the cylindrical keyways 50 the fact that the ball 32a is still trapped within the hole 30 
individual keys are free to rotate within the cylindrical 65 located in the cylindrical body 28. It will be observed 
keyways during rotation of the body 38. that the ball 32 in contacting the external diameter of 

The external diameter 48 of the body 38 is selected the driver body 38 is free to move within the confines 
to provide sufficient clearance between the internal of the hole 30 but is otherwise restricted. 
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Referring now to FIG. 7, there is shown an enlarged 3. A peening tool according to claim 1 in which said 
view of the peening tool 10 located within a workpiece spherically shaped ball is a steel ball bearing. 
having a cylinder 12 to be peened The driver body 38 4. A peening tool according to claim 1 in which said 
is located so as to force the cylindrical key 52 against solid cylindrical body is comprised of a first portion and 
the opposing balls 32 as more fully illustrated in FIG. 3. 5 a second portion, 

The dimensions of the individual peening tool are of said first portion comprises a solid cylindrical body 
course proportioned to the internal diameter of the having an internal diameter and an external diame- 
cylinder 12 to be peened. It will be appreciated that ter defining a given thickness, and 
FIG. 7 is representative of the dimensional relationship which includes a plurality of equal diameter holes in 
that must exist between any size peening tool and any said thickness located radially in said cylindrical 
size diameter hole being peened. However, it will be body, 
appreciated that the same general dimensional rela- said second portion includes a plurality of axially 
tionship described in connection with these figures aligned holes of reduced diameter. 
must exist for any given sized peening tool. 5. A peening tool according to claim 4 in which said 

~~~i~~ the peening the driver body 38 is 15 second portion comprises a solid cylindrical sleeve 
rotated causing the cylindrical key 52 to contact the coaxial with the solid cylindrical body of said first por- 

balls 32 so as to force the balls radially outward and tion, and in which 
against the internal diameter of the cylinder 12. ~h~ said sleeve has a plurality of reduced diameter holes 

total movement of the balls 32 will in the preferred 20 equal to and aligned with the equal diameter holes 

operation cause a penetration depending on the mate- on the cylindrical body of said first portion. 

rial of the cylinder 12. It will be observed, however, 6. A peening tool according to 'Iaim in which said 

that during the peening operation with the ball 32 sleeve is fixedly attached to said solid cylindrical body 

forced into the wall of the cylinder 12 that the ball does to maintain the alignment of said reduced diameter 
holes on said sleeve with said equal diameter holes on 

'Ontact the reduced diameter 36 located in the 25 said cylindrical body to form aunified contiguous body 
sleeve 34. The operator of the peening tool simply 
moves the tool 10 vertically in an up and down direc- Structures 

7. A peening tool according to claim 6 in which said the driving device 20 rotates the sleeve has an internal diameter that is 0,002 to 0.003 
driver body 38 through the shaft 22. The inch greater than the external diameter of the cylindri- 

produce a plurality discrete hemi- 30 cal body of said first portion whereby said sleeve can 
spherical indentations in the internal diameter of the slip over said first portion, and in which said sleeve is 
cylinder 12. soldered in position onto said first portion to maintain 

In the preferred embodiment, using steel ball bear- said fixed relationship. 
ings as the peening element having a diameter of 0.125 8, A peening tool according to claim in which the 
inch, it has been discovered that the external diameter 35 diameter of each of said balls is greater than the 
of the peening '00' be bined thickness of said first portion and said second 
0.002 to 0.004 inch smaller than the internal diameter portion, and less than the diameter ofsaid equal diame- 
of the hole to be peened. The dimensions will of course ter holes. 
vary depending on the size of the hole to be peened and g. A peening tool according to claim 1 in which said 
the depth of the indentations required. 40 driver body contains a plurality of keyways each 

Experience has shown that utilizing a single body adapted to hold a key, and a key located in each key- 
construction allows a maximum number of ball bear- way for contacting balls. 
ings to be used. For example, utilizing a 0.125 inch 10. A peening tool according to claim 9 in which said 
diameter ball bearing allows a tool to have 15 holes on keyways are circular and said keys are circular for 
a circle that are located approximately 24" apart. The 45 nesting within said keyways. 
length of the tool is of course optional but for any given 11, A peening tool according to claim 10 in which 
length tmre ball bearings can be made to said circular keyways are located near the periphery of 
the workpiece thereby producing a more efficient said driver body for allowing not more than a one-third 
peening operation and a t  lower cost. diameter portion of said circular keys to extend beyond 

I claim: 50 the diameter of said driver body. 
1. A peening tool comprising: 12. A peening tool according to claim 10 in which the 
a solid cylindrical body having a centrally located diameter of said circular keyways is greater than the 

hollow portion defining a given body thickness, diameter of said circular keys whereby each of said 
a plurality of holes in said body thickness located keys is free to rotate within said keyway. 

radialIy in said cylindrical body, 55 13. A peening tool according to claim 10 in which the 
said holes having a reduced diameter near the periph- diameter of each of said balls and the diameter of each 

era1 portion of said hollow cylindrical body, of said circular keys is the same. 
a spherically shaped ball located in each of said holes 14. A peening tool according to claim 10 in which 

and having a diameter less than the largest diame- each of said circular keys is a cylindrical steel pin. 
ter of said hole but greater than said reduced diam- 60 15. A peening tool according to claim 1 in which the 
eter and greater than said body thickness, and diameter of said drive body prevents removal of said 

a rotatable driver body located within said hollow balls between said plurality of hammers. 
cylindrical body and having a plurality of individual 16. A peening tool according to claim 1 in which said 
rotatable hammers adapted to sequentially contact individual hammers contact and move said balls, 
said balls. 6 5  said total movement of said balls while being con- 

2. A peening tool according to claim 1 which in- tacted by said individual hammers being less than 
cludes a shoulder portion of reduced diameter near the distance necessary to cause said balls to strike 
said external diameter. the reduced diameter of said hole. 

1 
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17. A peening tool according to claim 1 in which said a plurality of cylindrical holes located radially in said 
body, 'ylindrica' inchdes a main portion at One a spherically shaped ball located in each of said holes 

end containing bearings for supporting said rotatable and having a diameter that is less than the diameter 
driver body and a removably attached bearing member 5 of said hole. and - 
at the other end of said body for supporting the oppo- a sleeve member having a plurality of reduced diame- 
site end of said driver body. ter holes located coaxially over said cylindrical 

18. A peening tool comprising: body with said reduced diameter hole in said sleeve 
juxtaposed over said larger diameter hole in said 

a solid cylindrical body having a centrally located cylindrical body. 
hollow portion defining a given body thickness, * * * * *  


